
A World on Fire 2:
A Continuation from 2019

How to replant forests after wildfires;
like those in Australia and California and now here in Oro 
Valley?



Problem
During wildfires much of the plant population dies and it’s 
hard to grow back. Specifically is Australia, California and 
Arizona where temperatures are dry and is easy for all of the 
trees/underbrush to burn. I was curious about how to replant 
forests after forest fires, especially in remote locations like 
the Australian Outback.  Develop/Design/Innovate a dart to 
replant after a forest fire in order to pierce the hydrophobic layer 
created by melting of  plants during a forest fire.



Background Research
● Australia has a hydrophobic layer that makes it impossible for water to pass through.
● Debris from fire may cause water supply harm.
● Clouds called pyrocumulonimbus clouds cause intense updrafts which take in winds and 

blow them out making the fire spread quicker.
● Pyrophyte plants in Australia require to be burned by fire in order to complete a 

reproduction stage.
● Pine trees require to be exposed to high heats in order to “melt their waxy seals”.
● Hydrophobic - soils that repel water. Waxy substance derived from plant material during 

a fire. The waxy substance enters the ground as a gassy like substance and solidifies; not 
letting water through.

● Lightning strikes Earth around 100,000 times a day. Out of all of these strikes about 
10-20 % cause fires.



Background Research cont….
● On average the hydrophobic layer is ½ inches through 3 inches thick but is 

normally found that it is 1 inch thick.
● Wildfires are occurring commonly due to years of drought, and climate change.
● Average Forest fires burn at 800 ℃ or 1472 ℉ and are around 1 meter high.
● An average 1.2 million acres of woodland in the USA is burned over wildfires 

every year.
● A big fire called a conflagration can affect the local weather.
● Trees called lodgepine trees have to have their cones burned to open them.
● Natural/controlled fires can burn underbrush to prevent bigger fires from 

happening.
● Forest fires move faster going uphill than downhill.
● More than ⅘ fires are caused by humans.



5 Vocab words you need to know
1. Terminal velocity- How fast an object falls depending on it's 

aerodynamics and mass.

2. Hydrophobic soil- Hydrophobia is the fear of water. Therefor a 
hydrophobic soil is a soil that “fears” water. Water cannot pass 
through this soil. This is normally made by plant residue after a 
forest fire.

3. Revolve-This is a tool I used in my 3D printing program, this made 
my flat picture into a 3D model.

4. CAD design-CAD (computer aided design) is the use of computers 
to aid in the creation, modification,analysis, or optimization of a 
design.

5. Biodegradable- Any item that can easily and somewhat quickly be 
degraded into nature



Criteria/Constraints
Criteria:
● Must peirce ground
● Must hold seed
● Must be able to hold seed during 

fall
● Must stay straight during fall
● Must biodegrade and grow
● Easily affordable
● Must be able to drop darts
● Easy to not have manual 

interaction

Constraints:
● Paper mache darts must be 

around 40g (maybe it got a bit 
cut off due to it being very labor 
intensive to sharpen)

● Dowel rods can’t be long
● Rate of  fire of  the darts
● Reliability to fire darts
● Lightweight



Procedure (Prototype 1: Paper Mache Spike) 2019

1. Rip toilet paper and shred in food processor (Use 3 cups shredded toilet paper)
2. Add 1 cup hot corn syrup
3. Mix with rubber spatula
4. Weigh the mache with kitchen scale into 40g and press into ice cube trays to form
5. Put in freezer for 1 hour to harden
6. Sharpen edge with angle grinder (this didn’t work so we manually cut with trimming 

shears)
7. Drill holes for seeds
8. Create mixture to hold seeds into hole (soak grass seeds in water)
9. Load dart into PVC Tube

10. Drop darts from drone at least 5 times
11. Record results



Materials
● Cascade brand cheap toilet paper ($0.58/4 pack)
● Drill (only for drilling holes)
● Dowel rods (¼ in stick and ½ in stick)
● Parent supervision
● Corn syrup 
● Pennington grass seed (small bag)
● Stove (only for helping craft paper mache)
● Rubber spatula (for mixing paper mache mixture)
● Automatic Sander (for sharpening tips)
● Water
● Spray paint (we only used to help find darts after launches)(not required)
● Small pruning shears (because the paper mache ones wouldn’t sharpen from the automatic sharpener)
● Jigsaw (the tool not from the horror movie)(only for cutting)
● T-Rex 550L helicopter drone
● 2 foot section of PVC pipe and end caps
● Zip Ties (attach PVC to T-Rex 550L helicopter drone) 
● Hacksaw (for cutting dowel rods)
● 1 terra cotta pot (test growth of seeds) 
● Dirt from my backyard (lawn dirt)
● Water bottle silicone ice cube trays
● Kitchen scale that reads in grams 



Procedure (Prototype 2: The Dowel Rods) 2019
1. Measure 4” on each dowel rod
2. Cut dowel rods 4” each
3. Sharpen with an angle grinder with a sanding disk attached 
4. Paint with orange paint so they are easier to find when they drop 

(This step not necessary in wildfire reforestation)
5. Drill hole for seeds
6. Create mixture to hold seeds into hole (soak grass seeds in 

water)
7. Fill holes with grass seed mixture
8. Put dart in PVC pipe
9. Drop darts from drone minimum 5 times

10. Record results



Procedure 2020
1. Model darts on a 3D printing program and print them.
2. Purchase all necessary items.
3. Apply PVC glue to inside of  cap and outside of  pipe
4. Slide pipe and cap together quickly before glue dries
5. let dry for 10 mins
6. During this 10 minutes i would suggest making dart bundles to fire, since it's so time consuming to do it during testing and we had to 

hurry.
7. Find a high surface(for me it was only the roof  of  my house.)
8. Begin testing by making a pulley system for easy transportation of  materials from the bottom person and the roof  person.
9. Also make a print or marking to show where to aim at to measure spread

10. Load the tube with the darts as the bottom player fills up the Marshmallow gun with 80 PSI.
11. Pull up the Marshmallow gun and darts to the roof  person.
12. Put marshmallow gun at the butt of  the tube and make sure there are no cracks.
13. Fire Marshmallow gun while still holding to tube.
14. Ground person records farthest dart from center marking.
15. Send darts up to roof  person Via pulley system.
16. Repeat steps 10-15 until you have a pleasing amount of  tests.
17. Write down the results and clean up all of  the test equipment.



Designing and Modeling a Prototype in SolidWorks

Design 1-a dart with a whole 
for seeds/seedlings



Designing and Modeling a Prototype in SolidWorks 

Design 2-I realized the darts would 
need a flat surface to stay together



Printing Modeled Darts 2020

Multiple darts being 3D printed 

Top view of dart
Side view of dart



Protype 1 (3” with 7 Darts) 2020

These pictures show me 
building the 3” tube to be 
able to fire. The nozzle 
you see at the top in the 
rightmost picture is called 
a schrader valve, we 
removed this later in the 
experiment because it 
didn't work well for 
pressurizing the tube.



Prototype 1 Testing From The Roof (2020)

The left picture shows the bucket and rope we used after all the 
drops. The right picture shows a different drop where the darts 

hit the ground so hard that one partially got to stand up and 
another flung over to the top left of  the photo.



Testing Prototype 2 From The Roof (2020)

This is an image about the 
1st shot from our 4 inch 
tube, taken from the ground

Drop 3- 1 dart went over the 
wall into neighbor’s yard

This picture shows me(the 
bottom guy) measuring how 
far the darts went. These 
pictures were taken by my 
dad as the person on the roof. 



Drop Testing from 50 Feet (Parking Garage)

Measuring dispersal of 
Prototype 1 (3in, 7 darts)

Measuring dispersal of 
Prototype 2 (4 in, 11 darts)

After darts wouldn’t stick 
in ground we tried to drop 
it in the wet ground.



Data Collection Table
Drop Configuration 4” 11 Darts 3” 7 Darts 4” 11 Darts 

Lost bird tests
3” 7 Darts
Lost bird tests

Drop 1: 51 Inches Farthest 55 inches 
Farthest

240” Bounce, 
118” Farthest

142” Farthest

Drop 2: Clustered at 33 Inches. 
72 Inches Farthest

25 Inches 
Farthest

165” Farthest 288” Bounce, 
118” Farthest

Drop 3: Outlier, Could not 
measure full distance. 
Estimated 75 Inches.

46 Inches 
Farthest

156” Farthest 141” Farthest

Drop 4: 75 inches Farthest 75 Inches 
Farthest

202” Roll, 161” 
Farthest

122” Farthest

Drop 5: 66 Inches Farthest 60 Inches 
Farthest

293” Roll, 186” 
Farthest

173” Bounce, 
60” Farthest

Avg. Distance without 
roll:

67.8 Avg. 52.2 Avg. 157.2 Avg. 116.6 Avg.



Graph of Distribution
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Design Execution-2019
● Attached PVC model helicopter T-REX 550L 
● Darts had a hard time coming out, had to spin copter to get them out.
● Darts didn’t land point down so added a tether string for orientation
● Paper mache darts landed with a harder thud (They had more mass)

Design Execution-2020
● Need to plant more than 1 at a time
● Design a “Launcher” for multiple darts at once
● Darts need to spread as they fall so plants don't have to compete for resources like water or 

space to grow. 
● 3D designed and printed darts (could be printed with biodegradable plastic) 



Results
We couldn’t get the darts to go into the dirt. We think that’s because we couldn't get 
the dart to go fast enough. We wondered how fast the darts could even go? My dad 
told me that idea was called terminal velocity. We found the equation for terminal 
velocity on the NASA website listed in my bibliography.  The formula for finding 
terminal velocity is: 

V=√(2MG/PAC)

P = Air Density         C=Drag Coefficient          G = Gravity         M=Mass of dart

A=Projected Area (area of my dart, what the air sees)           V=Terminal Velocity



Results Cont….
Some of these variables I can’t change, those are constant.  The variables I can’t 
change are Gravity = 9.807 ㎨, Density of Air = 1.225 ㎏/㎥, and the Drag 
Coefficient = 0.3 (we approximated this based on the shape we had for our darts). 

I still needed the mass and the area measurements.  I started getting the mass of the 
darts using a kitchen scale.  

Type of Spike Mass (in grams) Mass (in Kilograms)

½ inch Dowel 5g .005 kg

⅝ inch Dowel 10g .01 kg

Paper Mache 27g .027 kg

New 2020 Printed Dart 10g (with soil) .010 kg



Results Cont….
Using the equation    V=√(2MG/PAC)   and all the other calculations I was able to 
determine terminal velocity for all four of my darts. It was a lot of work. See 
calculations in journal. 

Type of Spike Terminal Velocity

½ inch Dowel 29.2 m/s (Which is about 65 MPH)

⅝ inch Dowel 29.29 m/s (Which is about 65 MPH)

Paper Mache 40.12 m/s (Which is 89.7 MPH)

New 2020 Printed Dart 23.074 m/s (Which is 53 MPH)



Results Cont….
My terminal velocities for the small and big dart were about the same but my paper 
mache dart had a much bigger terminal velocity. I think this is because of a higher mass. 
Which tells me that mass greatly affects terminal velocity.

I want to know how far the darts will go into the ground at TV.

I talked with my dad/mechanical engineer who said I can use kinetic energy is equal to 
the work of the Earth to stop the dart. He game me the equation as:

½ MV²=FD

For all the darts I know the values except for D and F. I used a digital fish scale to 
measure the force it takes to push the stick into the ground at 3 different types of dirt. I 
measured dirt with grass by my house, hard packed dessert, and sandy wash.



Results Cont….
Now I had all my variables except D, so I moved the equation around to solve for D. 
My new equation to find to find out how deep the spike will go at terminal velocity is:      
D= MV²/2F              I got these results from using this equation.

Type of 
Ground

Force needed 
to push spikes 

1 in

Depth in m 
@Terminal 

Velocity

Sandy Wash 3 kg 0.71 m
(28 in, WAY TOO DEEP)

Packed Dessert 27 Kg 0.102 m
(4in, Good)

Lawn 10 Kg 0.273 M
(8 in, almost, but a little 

too deep)

Type of Ground Force needed to 
push spikes 1 in

Depth in m 
@Terminal 

Velocity

Sandy Wash 3.6 Kg 1.19 m
(47 in, WAY TOO DEEP)

Packed Dessert 30 Kg 0.143 m
(5-6 in, OK!)

Lawn 15 Kg 0.286 m
(11 in, still too deep)⅝
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Results Cont...
We needed to calculate the area. This is the cross sectional area (what the air sees 
as the spike falls to the ground). I did this by measuring the circumference of the 
spike and using the area of a circle formula.

 Type of Spike Diameter Radius A=ᥰr² Calculated Area

½ in Dowel 1.27 cm 0.635 cm A=ᥰ x 
(0.635)²

1.266

⅝ in Dowel 1.588 cm 0.794 cm A=ᥰ x (0.794)² 1.980

Paper Mache 1.905 cm 0.9525 cm A=ᥰ x (0.9525)² 2.849

New 2020 Printed 
Dart

2.54 cm 1.27 cm A=ᥰ x (1.27)² 5.065



Results Cont...
Using the equation for kinetic energy to implant depth:

½ MV²=FD

I inserted the terminal velocity in for V:

V=√(2MG/PAC)

and solved for my most important variables:

½ M(2MG/PAC)= FD      --->    M²G/PAC)= FD

Mass is squared all others are linear. So Mass is most effective for depth changes!!

I can vary mass by adding or removing printed material in the dart design



Conclusion 2019
● Didn't plant
● Didn't go high enough to penetrate dirt
● Much enjoyed project!
● If done again would Go higher, change mass and cross sectional area of dart, try out new 

materials, and different soil types
● My teacher showed me that I could’ve made edible seed dispersers for animals to eat and 

poop out seeds with fertilizer.
● People in Kenya were using seed balls covered in charcoal so animals won’t eat them and 

still plant.



Conclusions 2020
● New dart design was Fantastic!
● Dart material could be made out of plant cellulose(biodegradable)
● Plant is oriented, could be dropped as seedling
● Launcher difficult to load, would require pre configured dart clumps assembled 

ahead of testing
● Could Have just thrown them out of a plane instead.
● Dispersal coming out of tube worked well
● Spreads out in a predictable pattern (angle same)
● Most efficient variable for modifying dart implant depth is mass



Application

People could care about my project due to fires occurring in 
Australia, California and most recently here in the catalina mountains.  
Due to the fires a lot of  shrubbery were burnt down. With my project 
I’ve been working on a way to drop these out of  a plane to pierce the 
dirt and plant new trees or shrubbery. If  I did get more time in this I 
would edit my darts Cross sectional area (A) and mass (m) that I could 
make them eligible to plant in all kinds of  soils or dirt.
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